
Chapter 3578 

How can this happen? ! 

What is this? ! 

Of course, his surprise and astonishment did not change the essence of anything, and in a leisurely 

manner, the thing that had condensed into a human shape suddenly covered with jade light. 

From a distance, it is like a jade figure carved by Tiangong, lying there lifelike. 

“What the hell is going on here? It’s difficult… Could it be that your kid is still made of jade? Can it be re-

coagulated?” 

“Hmph, even if your kid can re-coagulate, I can make you shatter again. ” When the 

words fell, eight light circles suddenly appeared in the sky again, like eight suns. 

Immediately afterwards, with a faint roar, a huge wave of light suddenly slammed down. 

Whoa! 

The light wave attacked the jade man on the ground again, but, unlike the previous one, with the light 

wave rushing towards the jade man, as soon as it came into contact, 

the jade man suddenly lit up with a golden light barrier, and instantly Directly block its light waves 

below. 

The next second, Jin Guang suddenly shot, and something unbelievable happened… 

Bang! 

The light wave only stalemate with the golden light for less than a second, and then it bounced out like it 

was shot into a mirror… 

Wow! 

The waves of light attacked the eight apertures in the sky in reverse, and the eight apertures shook 

violently, and a ** was heard in the air. 

“puff!” 

“How could… how could this be?” The illusory figure gave an unpleasant snort, and the figure finally 

reappeared as a whole because of the injury. 

“My attack can… be bounced back?” 

“What the hell is that?” 

Obviously, no one was going to tell him the answer, but perhaps 

something was telling it the answer. 



Under the protection of the golden light, the jade energy in the jade body is illuminating its own light. At 

first, it was only dark green, but it became more and more green, and it became more and more 

dazzling. 

After a while, the greenness had exploded, and it even dyed the whole world green. 

“Huh!” 

Although this green light and jade energy didn’t have the slightest divine might or any pressure, seeing 

this green sky filled the sky with gloomy clouds for a while. 

Don’t be afraid of coming directly and violently, but I’m afraid that this kind of punch will come in front 

of you and you don’t know when it will come. 

“Crack, snap, snap!” 

Suddenly, in the green light, he suddenly heard a burst of sound, the sound was very loud but very 

brittle, it was difficult to describe the sound. 

But if you have to find a way to describe it, the sound of a chicken breaking its shell is probably the most 

appropriate. 

But 

here, where did the chick come from? 

Where did the shell come from? 

Suddenly, the figure’s eyes were stunned, and the next second, it shot straight at the jade man like a 

sharp arrow. 

Sure enough, the jade man suddenly began to fall off all around, and pieces of jade continued to fall 

from above, and those falling jade pieces did not stay in place. got into the jade man. 

The louder the sound, the more jade blocks fell. Under the wrapping of the jade light, a human figure 

gradually appeared. 

“That’s…” 

It wasn’t even a person, he was covered with long green hair, a pointed mouth, and monkey cheeks! 

“Monkey?” The man stunned and asked in a slightly shocked voice. 

Yes, it is a green-haired monkey with a crystal clear body! 

“Then… what the **** is it?” 

And it 

was in the air, surrounded by a burst of green air, and there seemed to be something between them, 

which was hidden inside. 

The head was so big that he didn’t know anyone in this place for many years, and he never even saw 

many things. 



This time it’s good, not only people are coming, but there are more things. 

“Hu, hu!” In the 

layers of green air, that thing was getting bigger and longer. 

And almost at the same time, the green monkey on the ground suddenly moved his fingers, followed by 

his toes, and finally, he simply sat up and stood up again… 

And the green monkey in the sky Light also stood up with him, and slowly opened the curtain, revealing 

the things it had been brewing and treasured… 

The figures in the air, at this time, moved because of them at the same time, opening their mouths. 

Chapter 3579 

is a long stick about one meter six seven. 

The whole body is dark green, with the pattern of auspicious clouds on both ends, and the seal of the 

double dragon soaring in the center. 

Taken as a whole, you can see that this stick is nothing short of extraordinary. 

“Brush!” 

The stick moved suddenly, and flew into the monkey’s hand quickly. 

Whoa! 

The monkey took the long stick and suddenly lifted the stick to prevent the Buddha and Monkey God 

from descending. 

The green light around him was collected collectively, flowing slowly around his body, and a pair of 

monkey eyes were extremely cold, staring at the shadow of the void. 

“A dead person, here comes a monkey?” The voice was slightly surprised, but the next second, he 

snorted coldly: “But so what?! 

” ?” When the 

words fell, the eight apertures moved again, and the light 

wolf . 

“Drink!” 

Jade Monkey also shouted angrily, raising his stick and going up! 

On the one hand, the waves of light were like tsunamis, rushing towards the sky, while the jade monkey 

lifted his stick, breaking the ten thousand. 

“Ignorance, have you forgotten, how did you melt into a pile of mud just now? Just a joke, change into a 

monkey and change your hair, do you think you can resist it?” The voice sneered and ridiculed. 

However, Jade Monkey was speechless, but continued to charge with his stick. 



“Go to hell.” The 

light wave had already descended, and as he roared, the light wolf flashed more fiercely towards the 

jade monkey. 

“Brush!” The 

light wave has passed through the Jade Monkey, and the Jade Monkey is also holding a stick to break 

through it! 

But… 

“What?!” The 

Jade Monkey’s offensive did not diminish at all, and the light waves passed him unharmed. On the other 

hand, the Jade Monkey’s smashing stick became more and 

more fierce. 

It’s getting closer, it’s getting closer, it’s getting closer and closer to that illusory shadow. 

Ten centimeters, five centimeters! 

The monkey’s face was hideous, mighty and extraordinary. 

Whoa! 

Suddenly, the monkey flashed, and it was not a monkey, but George Han, and the long stick in his hand 

also turned into a cold jade sword! 

“Damn it!” 

With a roar of surprise, the stick came to the sword, and the monkey came to the human! 

boom! 

The phantom shadow was directly smashed and firm, and after retreating several dozen meters in a 

row, it barely stabilized, but the whole body could not stop moving illusoryly. 

As soon as the jade sword was taken away and his posture stood up, George Han turned into a monkey 

again, and the jade sword also turned into a long stick, proudly disregarding the phantom. 

“You…how do you…” A mouthful of transparent liquid flowed out of his mouth, and almost at the 

same time , the eight apertures hanging in the sky also dimmed a little, and even one aperture finally 

disappeared! 

This is impossible! 

This is impossible! 

How could that kid survive the attack of his own light waves intact? 

How could that kid… hurt himself? 



I don’t know how many years, I don’t know how many years, here and outside, he has always been 

absolutely supreme. 

No one can shake it! 

But unfortunately, this little-known boy at the moment has accomplished a task that is impossible for 

ordinary people to accomplish. 

“Little… boy, what kind of freak are you… what kind of freak are you?” he asked coldly. 

But Jade Monkey did not answer. 

Suddenly, he suddenly remembered something. 

“Monkey…Monkey, you…you are Zhang…Zhang Yongshi’s 

7th Spirit Monkey? You cracked it? Got its true heritage?” 

“Impossible, impossible, absolutely impossible!” 

He growled angrily, his tone full of unwillingness. 

Of course, he is very clear about the things in Sun Moon Lake. Although he clearly advocates that he 

only rules here, everything else is privatized. 

But in fact, he had already secretly figured out the Moon Treasure of the Twin Gods of the Water Pool 

and the Seventh Spirit Monkey. 

It’s a pity that even he himself has never been able to figure out the mystery, and for many years he has 

only been able to do anything else. 

But he could never have imagined that something that he had been thinking about for a long time 

appeared in front of him in another way at this moment. 

This is simply astounding and simply unacceptable. 

Suddenly, he thought of something, and looked at George Han fiercely! 

 


